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Text 
Luke 10:38-42 – As Jesus and his disciples were on their way, he came to a village where a woman named 

Martha opened her home to him. 
39

 She had a sister called Mary, who sat at the Lord's feet listening to 

what he said. 
40

 But Martha was distracted by all the preparations that had to be made. She came to him 

and asked, "Lord, don't you care that my sister has left me to do the work by myself? Tell her to help me!" 
41

 "Martha, Martha," the Lord answered, "you are worried and upset about many things, 
42

 but only one 

thing is needed. Mary has chosen what is better, and it will not be taken away from her." 

 
Introduction 
 We’re going to do something a bit out of the ordinary for the next few weeks.  We 
just finished 61 expositions on the book of Exodus over the course of 17 months.  That’s 
what we normally do here – make our way through books of the Bible, letting God’s 
Word set the agenda.  We’re in the middle of a larger project of preaching through the 
Pentateuch (the first five books of the Bible), punctuated by corresponding NT books.  So 
we made our way through Genesis, then we went and did Ephesians.  Now we’ve just 
finished Exodus, after Easter we will start into Matthew.  Then it will be back to 
Leviticus, followed by Hebrews.  Then Numbers matched up with Jude.  Then 
Deuteronomy capped off with Romans, Lord willing.  And who knows?  Maybe we will 
just keep plodding through the Bible and take up Joshua after that. 
 But before we start into Matthew’s Gospel, we’re going to do a four week series 
called ‘MOVE’ (gasp).  The messages are adapted from several talks I gave at a 
conference last fall and the elders felt like they could be helpful for Immanuel.  Our deep 
desire is that we would be a part of a movement in this great city of Chicago. 

To follow Jesus is, in some ways, to be on the move.  When he said to his original 
disciples, “Come follow me,” they had to hang on tight, stay close, and keep right up on 
the robe tails of the Son of Man who came to seek and to save the lost, going out into the 
real world where the sinners and tax collectors and prostitutes were.  To be a part of 
Christianity is to be part of a movement, to be on mission.  It’s certainly not static or 
sedentary. 

I don’t want to and I don’t think you want to be part of a dead and stagnant 
church.  We want to participate in a movement.  But a movement of what?  And what 
does that look like?  And how does it happen?  I think it’s really important that we first 
clarify something so that we don’t just hype ourselves up.  There’s a passage in Mark’s 
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Gospel that has always fascinated me.  It’s early on.  Jesus has just started his ministry 
and called his followers.  And in Mk. 3:14 we read, “He appointed twelve – designating 
them apostles – that they might be with him and that he might send them out to preach.”  
That they might be with him… and then he would send them out.  That they might have 
an intimate encounter with the Lord where they don’t do anything for him, but just be 
with him and that propels them out. 
 I pray that this is what we are about first and foremost as a church – being with 
him, genuinely meeting with the Lord, consistently being refreshed and ministered to by 
his Spirit.  I pray that especially over the next few weeks we would hear his voice of 
grace calling us, drawing us to himself and that we would enjoy fellowship with him, 
filled to overflowing so that as we go about our lives in this city we would be properly 
moved by God’s overwhelming grace in Christ to live in such a way that testifies to that 
grace out of joyful gratitude.  In short, what I want to communicate today is just this: a 

Christian should never move on from the gospel and the gospel is that we don’t have 

to move at all. 
 
Let’s pray… 
 
The Great Commander vs. The Great Redeemer 

 A couple years ago I picked up a copy of The Reader.  The cover story was “The 
Great Commander: Would your life improve if you did everything Oprah told you to?  
One local woman gives it a shot.”  This 35 year old, anonymous, Chicago lady was trying 
to do everything Oprah recommended for a whole year.  She’d watch the show every day 
“taking notes and looking for key words – you ‘gotta’ try this product, you ‘must’ read 
this book, you ‘should’ go out right now and eat this – and then [do] as she’s 
commanded.” 
 “I’m interested in seeing what happens when an average American woman tries to 
keep up with Oprah’s advice to ‘live your best life,’” she said.  During the first month, “at 
Oprah’s direction, [the woman] switched from overhead lighting to lamps, added 
something ‘from the sea’ to each room, framed important notes, saw Juno, took an online 
clutter test, purchased a Post-it highlighter, and cooked mustard-grilled chicken and roast 
potatoes with lemons.” 

On one occasion “as part of a show about ‘ten things every woman needs to 
have,’ [she] was instructed to buy a trench coat, black trousers, tunic top, white and black 
turtlenecks, and dark and white jeans…  $234 later, [she] had new items from Macy’s, 
Victoria’s Secret, Target, and Marshalls.” 
 “After reading the O magazine article ‘How Not to Look Old’ and the oprah.com 
tutorial ‘Makeup 101’ by Oprah’s personal makeup artist, Reggie Wells, [this devotee] 
started wearing makeup.  ‘I’ve become a lot more self-conscious,’ she says.”  Listen to 
what she estimated in the middle of this experiment: she had “spent 440 hours and $1,600 
[thus] far following Oprah’s advice.  In addition, she [said], she worries about having 
enough time for everything Oprah wants her to do and gets headaches from the stress. 
 The article ended by describing how the woman was “reading two Oprah-
recommended books, following Oprah’s designer’s instructions for decorating her new 
apartment, and raising money for charity by throwing that party to watch the Big Give.”1 
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 Well, that was in 2008.  Just last year the woman published a book about her year-
long experiment entitled Living Oprah.  Her name is Robin Okrant.  I haven’t read the 
book, but here’s what Publisher’s Weekly says about it: “The author is honest about her 
own experiment-inspired conflicts: as a result of her endeavors, she has a book and has 
lost weight, but is almost always a stressed-out, insecure, exhausted mess.” 
 Here’s the thing: I fear that many Christians are headed towards being ‘a stressed-
out, insecure, exhausted mess.’  I think a lot of us are ‘living Christ’ like this woman was 
‘living Oprah’.  So much of what happens in Christian culture is that we get inundated 
with all kinds of stuff to do – retreats, mission trips, volunteering at the homeless shelter, 
prayer meetings, Bible studies, books to read, evangelism, social justice, this discipleship 
program, that service project, this initiative to win our city for Christ, these regimens for 
spiritual formation…  We so easily see God as the Great Commander, but forget he is 
first and foremost the Great Redeemer.  Sinai comes after the Red Sea, right?! 
 It’s hip and cool these days to self-identify as a Jesus-follower.  And that’s no 
doubt biblical, but what it can inadvertently communicate or what it often comes from is 
a misunderstanding that says Christianity is about something you do rather than 
something you are.  I still like the term Christian because it indicates an identity before an 
activity. 
 Activism is kind of faddish nowadays, especially among younger folks, especially 
it seems the next generation of Christians.  There are all sorts of calls to change the world 
and live like Jesus, being radical, serving the poor or building the kingdom, impacting 
culture, planting churches…  Don’t get me wrong, these are all for the most part good 
things, it’s just that we’ve gotten confused on what’s the most important thing and how 
these things must flow out of that, not into it.  And that is of course the gospel, the Good 
News of what God has accomplished for us and our salvation in Jesus Christ; good news, 
not good advice of what we should be doing to make ourselves and the world better. 
 I received a mailer once for a church announcing an upcoming sermon series with 
the bold words: Are you ready to make an IMPACT?  The main point of two of the 
upcoming Sundays was stated: “The mission of Jesus is only accomplished if Christ 
followers are willing to move forward in faith and make sacrifices for the cause.”  “The 
mission of Jesus is only accomplished if Christ followers are willing to make an impact 
wherever God has them.”  Listen carefully to that.  At first it seems motivating, but be 
discerning.  The mission of Jesus is only accomplished if… we do something!??!  That’s 
bad news!  Hear me clearly – the mission of Jesus has been accomplished!  When, after a 
life of impeccable obedience, he hung on the cross 2,000 years ago exhausting the full 
fury of the wrath of the Father towards all our sins – past, present, and future – so we 
would never have to experience it and cried out, “It is finished!” (Jn. 19:30) he 
accomplished his mission.  And when he ascended to the right hand of the Father he sat 
down. 

There’s nothing more to be done by us.  We simply receive the salvation he 
achieved.  He is the Great Commander, but he is most notably the Great Redeemer, 
saving us from the penalties we deserved for not keeping his commands and, even more, 
fulfilling in our place all the requirements made by his law.  If you don’t get this, let me 
tell you, you will end up a stressed-out, insecure, exhausted mess.  If your Christian life is 
all about what you are supposed to be doing for Jesus and not about enjoying what he has 
done for you, you will burn out. 
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What I’ve Seen 

Making sure people get this is very personal to me.  Not only do I struggle with 
forgetting it’s all been done and think there’s something I have to do all the time (and it 
may be exhilarating for awhile but ultimately it’s exhausting), but I’ve seen people up 
close and personal fry and abandon the Christian faith altogether.  I could tell several 
stories.  One person I’ve seen was a man on fire.  He was big into apologetics, 
evangelism, and discipleship.  He spearheaded accountability groups, prayed feverishly, 
read all the books, listened to all the Christian radio programs and music, went on 
mission projects. 
 Later he went on to seminary to study the Bible even more.  Then he even 
relocated his family to plant a church.  He had zeal.  Boy did he have zeal.  He was doing 
all this radical stuff for God.  But after awhile, to quote his own words he “popped like a 
pressure cooker.”  He couldn’t take it any more.  He left the church and left the faith.  
He’s currently angry and bitter and burnt out.  You could say he became ‘a stressed-out, 
insecure, exhausted mess.’ 

How does this happen?  Well, in dialoguing with him and listening to others like 
him I’ve pieced together common themes.  What he was living, even though he denies it, 
was a legalistic, works-righteousness religion.  Now people will officially denounce this 
theology, yet functionally live it.  They are doing all their religious stuff for their 
salvation, instead of from it.  And so they never really allow themselves to rest, to 
luxuriate in what Jesus has done for them.  So I think it’s important to recognize that it’s 
possible to talk a lot about ‘the gospel’, but not really get it.  There’s widespread 
confusion.  You see, you don’t live the gospel/be the gospel/do the gospel.  That is a 
fundamental category confusion.  You can’t live news; you can only hear it, accept it, and 
live in response to it. 

So I want to clarify the gospel for Christians who may either be teetering on burn 
out or headed towards it and don’t know it, who live in a constant state of high guilt, but 
low energy; OR are, worst of all, content in their Phariseeism. 

I also want to challenge those who have rejected Christianity.  With my friend 
who has left the faith I believe and I have told him that what he’s rejecting isn’t really 
Christianity at all.  And it may be that what you’ve thought Christianity is and have been 
turned off to is nothing more than moralism of one sort or another.  I want you to know 
that I adamantly reject that as well.  But give the Bible another hearing.  See if 
Christianity might not be something altogether different. 

There are many more people who may not have abandoned the faith altogether, 
but have cooled off, slipped into apathy.  They’ve become disillusioned with the ‘radical’ 
Christianity of their youth, perhaps, and taken up a mitigating position between a radical 
faith and no faith, a happy medium of nominalism.  I want to present you with another 
option – not a compromise between radicalism and atheism, but a truly third way. 
 I want the people of this church to genuinely feel that the gospel is your life.  I 
pray that we will revel and rest in the fact that in Christ we are fully accepted simply by 
faith and totally apart from anything we do, bad or good.  I want us to know that we don’t 
have to perform.  We don’t have to attain a certain standard, keep a certain pace.  We 
could never be good enough on our own.  We could never get ourselves up to God, but he 
has come down to us in the person of his Son, lived the perfect life we could never live, 
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died the death we deserve to die, all for us, in our place so that now by faith, merely 
trusting, simply receiving and not achieving, when God looks at us he sees us with the 
very same unbridled affection he has for his beloved Son with whom he is eternally well 
pleased, because we are in him, not standing over here saying, “Look what I’ve done for 
you, Lord.  I prophesied in your name, I drove out many demons and performed miracles.  
I went to church every Sunday, I did mission projects, I led Bible studies, I went out 
evangelizing on my campus, I did my quiet time every morning.  I started creation care 
initiatives and volunteered to help the poor and worked on public policy to address AIDS 
in Africa.”  No, you simply have fallen back onto Christ.  “Nothing in your hand you 
bring, simply to his cross you cling.” 
 
Bible Backing 
 Like I said, maybe you say you believe in salvation by grace and not by works – 
yeah yeah yeah that’s the gospel that’s what I believed in order to become a Christian – 
but when it comes down to it in your day to day life you really operate as if I obey and 
therefore God accepts me, instead of God accepts me solely on account of Christ and 
therefore I obey.  Maybe this is new to some of you.  You thought this Christianity thing 
was at the core about trying hard to do the right things, avoiding the bad crowd, giving up 
the bad habits, being a good, Christ-like person.  Maybe you’re even a little skeptical.  
The gospel is that we don’t have to move at all?!??  So let me take you to just a few 
places in the Bible that make clear this concept of salvation by grace apart from our 
effort. 
 Romans 10 – Paul’s talking about his fellow Israelites.  What kind of people were 
they?  They were on fire; they did so much good stuff for God; they were zealous.  This 
is what we want, right (cf. Rom. 12:11)?  Paul said in v. 2, “I can testify about them that 
they are zealous for God, but their zeal is not based on knowledge.”  So it’s possible to be 
zealous, but miss the point.  It’s a Proverb: Zeal without knowledge is not good (Prov. 
19:2).  So what was the knowledge they were missing?  Verse 3 – “Since they did not 
know the righteousness that comes from God and sought to establish their own.”  They 
were missing the gospel, seeking to establish their own righteousness before God instead 
of submitting to the righteousness that comes by faith, apart from works. 

Romans 4:5 – “To the man who does not work but trusts God who justifies the 
wicked, his faith is credited as righteousness.”  I love this verse.  To the one who does not 
work, does not move, does not attempt to save herself, but simply acknowledges she 
needs saving, she will find that Jesus is a Savior.  Her faith is credited as righteousness.  
She has a perfect, irrevocable right standing with a holy God.  Romans 4:5!  How 
scandalous!  God justifies the ungodly, irrespective of works!  How counterintuitive, 
especially to our American theology articulated so well by Ronald Reagan – God bestows 
his blessings “upon those who do their best to walk with him.”2  Paul says, “God justifies 
the ungodly.” 

Then there’s the famous Ephesians 2:8-9 – “For it is by grace you have been 
saved, through faith – and this not from yourselves, it is the gift of God – not by works, 
so that no one can boast.”  Salvation is not earned or merited even in the slightest by 
human beings.  In fact, our incessant demands to want to contribute something, to want to 
have some hand in our salvation is representative of the very essence of our sin, our 
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pride, our desire to be equal with God.  God says, “No.  No boasting.  No works.  Sheer 
grace.” 

Well, some of you might say or you might hear someone say something like, 
“That’s just a few verses in Paul.  That’s not really what Jesus taught.  He said you had to 
be radical, you had to pluck out your eyes and hate your father and mother and take up 
your cross daily and follow him.  He was calling people to a serious regimen of 
discipleship.”  I’ve heard this a lot.  My friend would say that he was just taking the Bible 
seriously; it calls for a radical lifestyle; there’s no time to mess around; eternity is at 
stake; we have to live passionately for God’s glory. 

Am I not taking the Bible seriously?  Am I just pulling out a few proof-texts?  Is 
the gospel (as I’ve defined it: salvation through the finished work of Christ on our behalf 
apart from our works)… is that gospel in the Gospels (Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John) 
or is it something just found in or misconstrued from the later epistles?  Well, in John 
6:28 some people asked Jesus, “What must we do to do the works God requires?”  Jesus 
responds in the next verse, “The work of God is this: to believe in the one he has sent.”  
Simply believe in me! 

Well, but that’s John; it was written later.  What about the Synoptics?  Well, what 
about Luke 18:9-14 – the parable of the Pharisee and the tax collector: 
 

Two men went up to the temple to pray, one a Pharisee and the other a tax 
collector.  The Pharisee stood up and prayed about himself: “God, I thank 
you that I am not like other men – robbers, evildoers, adulterers – or even 
like this tax collector.  I fast twice a week and give a tenth of all I get.”  
But the tax collector stood at a distance.  He would not even look up to 
heaven, but beat his breast and said, “God, have mercy on me, a sinner.”  I 
tell you that this man, rather than the other, went home justified before 
God. 

 
So there you have it.  Justification by faith right there in the Gospels, on Jesus’ lips! 

Then there’s the parable of the Prodigal Son.  What’s that about?  Not just that it 
doesn’t matter how far you’ve wandered, God’s grace will receive you and forgive you.  
So what?  So you can become a Christian and then start keeping the rules to keep God 
happy?  No, it’s ultimately about God’s lavish grace and the older brother’s foolish desire 
to relate to God by works and not by grace.  Remember him?  He’s the good kid, but he 
never learned to just enjoy being with his father; he was working for his father and 
thought that by his works he someone then deserved something.  That parable is all about 
learning to relate to God by grace instead of works. 

And of course there’s Matthew 11:28-30 where Jesus says, “Come to me, all you 
who are weary and burdened, and I will give you rest.  Take my yoke upon you and learn 
from me, for I am gentle and humble in heart, and you will find rest for your souls.  For 
my yoke is easy and my burden is light.”  Do you find rest for your souls or stress about 
meeting your goals when you think of Jesus? 

But what about that famous passage where Jesus says that, “If anyone would 
come after me, he must deny himself and take up his cross daily and follow me.  For 
whoever wants to save his life will lose it, but whoever loses his life for me will save it.”  
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Isn’t Jesus saying that to get in you’ve got to be sold-out?  Yes and no.  Luke scholar 
Darrell Bock writes, commenting on this passage: 
 

For Paul, when a person in faith asks God to save through Jesus, the 
petitioner recognizes that Jesus must save from sin and that he imparts 
life, because the petitioner’s life needs redeeming on God’s terms.  
Salvation does not come on one’s terms or on one’s own merits (Rom. 3-
5).  Jesus calls this self-denial.  Paul’s words are no different from Jesus’, 
just less pictorial.  Salvation is a gift that God bestows to the one who 
knows the need for it, who knows one cannot provide it for oneself.3 

 
There is no difference between what Jesus is saying here and what Paul is saying when he 
talks of justification by faith alone; it’s just more pictorial.  It’s about ceasing to strive to 
save yourself and instead identifying with Jesus. 

And what is the ‘narrow way’ vs. the ‘broad way’ – “Enter through the narrow 
gate.  For wide is the gate and broad is the road that leads to destruction, and many enter 
through it.  But small is the gate and narrow the road that leads to life, and only a few 
find it” (Mt. 7:13-14)?  Is the narrow path a lifestyle?  I’ve heard popular preachers 
portray it this way to awaken lazy people.  But is Jesus really saying that only the really 
radical get in?  Is that what he’s saying!?  What is the ‘narrow door’ (Lk. 13:22ff)?  It’s 
Jesus (cf. Jn. 10:7)!  Jesus is saying it’s about how you’re related to me that matters, not 
what you do or don’t do.  Are you approaching God through me alone?  That’s all.  The 
narrow path is not a path of behavior but belief, i.e. faith, in other words trust in Jesus’ 
work apart from your own work. 

I could point to so much more.  Obviously I’m just doing a breeze through.  But 
hopefully the point is being made.  “But that’s just the NT!” someone might protest.  
“The Bible as a whole gives some conflicting information.”  Oh man, I wish we had more 
time.  Some of my favorite treatments of grace in the Bible come from the OT.  Here’s 
just one.  In Genesis 15 God appears to Abram.  Remember: he was just some moon-
worshipping schmuck four chapters earlier that God comes to out of nowhere, by sheer 
grace and showers him with these lavish promises.  Well here in Genesis 15 God 
officially ratifies his covenant with Abram.  In those days when two parties entered into a 
covenant they wouldn’t just sign their names to a paper, they would graphically act out 
the covenant with a poignant ceremony.  One method was to take a bunch of animals and 
slice them in half and arrange them so as to make a path between them.  Then the two 
parties would hold hands, read off the terms of the covenant and then walk through the 
halved animals together saying, “If I do not keep my terms of the covenant may it be 
done to me as it has been to these animals.”  Pretty solemn right?  Well, what happens in 
Genesis 15?  Abram falls into a deep sleep and God ALONE walks through the animals!  
It’s a unilateral covenant.  God’s going to do everything!  Abraham does nothing; he’s on 
the sidelines sawing logs.  He doesn’t move at all!  And all the benefits of the covenant 
come to him by one-sided, sheer grace. 

Even later when God makes a second covenant with his people and adds 
conditions to it, conditions which his people inevitably can’t fulfill, what does he do?  He 
takes on human flesh and suffers the penalties of breaking that covenant in himself on the 
cross.  The whole Bible, from beginning to end is a story about God doing for us what we 
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can’t do for ourselves.  It’s about grace.  It’s God saying, “Don’t move!  I’ll come to 
you.”  And in Jesus, God has made the move all the way down to death on a cross to save 
us.  Does that move you? 

So how do you move deeper in your walk with Christ?  Realize that he moved all 
the way down to you and just let that move you.  Stop trying to do things to earn his favor 
and just enjoy it.  Never move on from the gospel.  It’s truly good news. 
 
Shaun White 

One last illustration that we will unpack more in future weeks, because I know 
what you’re thinking.  I got this one from Pastor Adam.  The objection to this kind of talk 
has always been, “If people don’t have to do anything, then they will just start doing 
whatever they want.  If they don’t have to move; they’ll just lay around and do nothing.”  
Did anyone watch the winter Olympics last year in Vancouver?  Did you see Shaun 
White’s half-pipe competition?  He’s the snowboarder with the red hair who looks 
freakishly identical to the high school girl down the street who babysat me when I was 
little.  Anyway, here’s how the competition worked: each guy got two runs; the best score 
between the two counted.  Shaun White went out and did a flawless routine and secured 
the gold medal with his first run.  Nobody could beat him in all their attempts.  He still 
had a second run left at the end.  He didn’t have to do it, but he wanted to, he had fun, 
tried something never before done (McTwist 360) and actually improved his score. 

Too many people think the Christian life is like the first run, trying to earn enough 
points, nervous, jealous, serious, comparing ourselves to others, yada yada yada…  And 
many just pop under the pressure and give up.  But the Christian life is like Shaun 
White’s second run.  The pressure’s off!  Jesus’ perfect score is credited to us; he has 
won us the gold medal.  It’s secured and in the bag.  Now we don’t just take it and go 
home.  No, we actually have fun and go out and try risky things and if we fall down we 
get back up and keep going with joy and security. 
 
Conclusion 

 Are you living the Christian life as if it’s the first run – moving, doing, working, 
running, performing as if your standing depends on it?  Or have you given up all that and 
been crucified with Christ and been raised with Christ to newness of life.  We’ll talk 
more about that in weeks to come, but for now, in the words of Jared Wilson, “realize 
that Jesus Christ did not die and rise for you so that you would stress out about whether 
you’re being spiritual enough.  So take a nap.  Watch some television.  The gospel frees 
you to chill the heck out.”4 
 Or, as the 17th century poet George Herbert put it: 
 

Love bade me welcome yet my soul drew back, 

Guilty of dust and sin. 

But quick-eyed Love, observing me grow slack 

From my first entrance in, 

Drew nearer to me, sweetly questioning, 

If I lacked any thing. 

 

A guest, I answered, worthy to be here: 
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Love said, You shall be he. 

I the unkind, ungrateful?  Ah my dear, 

I cannot look on thee. 

Love took my hand, and smiling did reply, 

Who made the eyes but I? 

 

Truth Lord, but I have marred them: let my shame 

Go where it doth deserve. 

And know you not, says Love, who bore the blame? 

My dear, then I will serve. 

You must sit down, says Love, and taste my meat: 

So I did sit and eat. 
 
The Lord’s Table 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This sermon was addressed originally to the people at Immanuel Baptist Church, Chicago, Illinois, by 
Pastor Nathan Carter on Sunday morning, March 13, 2011.  It is not meant to be a polished essay, but was 
written to be delivered orally.  The mission of Immanuel Baptist Church is to be a multiplying community 

that enjoys and proclaims the Good News of Christ in the great city of Chicago. 
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